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ABSTRACT - This study aimed to estimate the repeatability coefficient of the grain yield in Coffea canephora by three
methods: to quantify the precision of the measurements; to predict the real value of an individual based on n evaluations; and
to determine the number of phenotypic measures required in each plant to obtain an adequate precision level for an efficient
discrimination of the genotypes. The coefficients of repeatability and determination were estimated based on four harvests of
80 genotypes. Highest estimates of the repeatability coefficient were obtained by the method of the principal components
derived from the matrix of covariances, which expresses the correlation between each measurement pair. The prediction
precision of the real individual value ranged from 65.32 to 81.59%, and remained practically unchanged from the sixth
harvest on.
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INTRODUCTION

In studies into genetic improvement, particularly those
that involve perennial species, selected individuals are
expected to maintain their performance throughout their entire
life cycle. The soundness of this expectation can be verified
by the repeatability coefficient of the studied trait, which
can be estimated when the measurement of a trait is realized
with a same individual repeatedly in time or space. The
correlation between the mentioned repeated measures is called
repeatability (Lerner 1977, Cruz and Regazzi 1994).

When several measures of a trait are realized with a
given individual, the phenotypic variance can be split in
variance within individuals and variance among individuals.
This separation serves to indicate how much can be gained
by the repetition of the measures and enlighten the nature of
the variation caused by the environment. The component
within the individuals reflects the variations between
successive performances of an individual, only caused by
temporary differences in the environment, while the
component among individuals is partly caused by the
environment and partly by genetic differences. In this case,
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the environmental share is predominantly a consequence of factors
that affect individuals permanently. In this analysis, the variance
owing to temporary environmental circumstances is therefore
separated from the rest and can be estimated (Falconer 1981,
Cruz and Regazzi 1994).

The phenotypic value of a given trait concerning a certain
individual in a particular time or space is function of the general
mean, of the genotypic effect on the trait of the referred individual,
of the permanent effect of the environment on the study trait,
and of the temporary or localized environmental effect on that
individual. The repeatability expresses the proportion of the total
variance, which is explained by the variations caused by the
genotypes and permanent alterations attributed to the common
environment. Repeatability thus represents the highest value that
broad-sense heritability can attain. When the variance brought
forth by the permanent environmental effects is mimimized, the
repeatability approaches the heritability (Cruz and Regazzi 1994).
Repeatability varies according to the nature of the trait, the genetic
population properties, and the environmental conditions under
which the individuals are maintained (Falconer 1981, Hansche
1983). Different methods are available for an estimation of the
repeatability coefficient, among which the variance analysis and
principal component methods can be cited.

When p genotypes are evaluated in n repeated measures,
the repeatability coefficient can be estimated by the intraclass
correlation obtained from the variance analysis according to
adequate statistic models. This method is useful, according to
Cruz and Regazzi (1994), when models with one or two variation
factors are adopted. The first with one variation factor is used
when the number of repeated measures differs for each genotype
and, or when the measures are not carried out under equal
conditions for all studied genotypes. In this case, the temporary
environment effects mingle with the variation within the
genotypes, leading to an underestimation of the repeatability
coefficient. In the model with two variation factors, however, it
is possible to remove the temporary environment effects, offering
a more precise estimate of the repeatability coefficient.

According to Abeywardena (1972), the repeatability
coefficient can be estimated more efficiently by means of the
technique of the principal components, based on the matrix
of correlations as well as on the matrix of covariances,
especially in situations where the evaluated genotypes present
a cyclic performance in relation to the trait studied
(Cornacchia et al. 1995). Since this effect can vary in manner/
mode and intensity among the genotypes, the variance analysis
used for the estimate of the usual repeatability coefficient
may not eliminate the additional to the experimental error
and consequently understate the estimate of this coefficient.

Objective of this study was to estimate the repeatability
coefficient of the grain yield in Coffea canephora by three

different methods to allow for a quantification of the precision
of the evaluated measures, a prediction of the real value of an
individual based on n evaluations, and the determination of
the number of phenotypic measures needed from each
individual to obtain an adequate precision level for an efficient
selection or discrimination of genotypes under the aspect of
time, labor, and cost efficiency.

MATERIAL  AND METHODS

The repeatability coefficient (r) and determination (R2)

for grain yield were estimated based on the first four harvests

(after 24, 36, 48, and 60 planting months) of an experiment,

which investigated the performance of 80 Coffea canephora

genotypes, variety conilon. Eighty clones and three sexually

propagated control materials were used, arranged in randomized

complete block design in four replications, conducted in

Marilândia, State of Espírito Santo, Brazil, in March 1986. The

experimental plots were composed of six healthy plants, grown

in a spacing of 3 x 1.5 m, amounting to 27 m2.

The estimate of the repeatability coefficient was obtained

by the variance analysis and principal component methods.

The latter was based on the correlations as well as on the

phenotypic variances and covariance matrix.

Repeatability coefficient based on the method of variance
analysis

The following statistical model was adopted with two

variation factors (Method 1):

= 

where

= observation concerning the  ith  genotype in the jth

environment

=  general mean

= random effect of the ith genotype under the influence of

the permanent environment (i = 1, 2, 3,..., p; p = 80)

= fixed effect of the temporary environment in the jth year

(j = 1, 2, 3,..., n; n = 4)

= experimental error established by the temporary effects

of the environment in the jth year and the ith genotype

When considering and , as different measures

realized in a same individual in different years, the repeatability

coefficient is given, according to its concept, by
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Repeatability coefficient based on the principal
components method

Based on the matrix of correlations or on the matrix of

covariances among genotypes obtained in each pair of measures,

the eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors were determined.

The eigenvector, whose elements present the same signals and

similar magnitudes is the one that expresses the tendency of

the genotypes to maintain their relative positions in the various

time periods, and the proportion of the eigenvalue associated

to the same is the estimator of the repeatability coefficient

(Cruz and Regazzi 1994).

According to the aforementioned authors, the estimated

repeatability coefficient based on the matrix of correlations

(Method 2), including the correction proposed by Rutledge

(1974) to eliminate the influence of the number of measures on

, is given by:

where

 n = number of evaluated years

= eigenvalue associated to the eigenvector whose elements

have the same signal and similar magnitudes

The repeatability coefficient, estimated by the matrix of

covariances (Method 3), in turn, satisfies:

where

Besides the repeatability coefficient, the estimate of the

determination coefficient (R2), and of the number of necessary

measures for the prediction of the real value of an individual in

function of the desired precision ( ) was calculated, applying,

respectively, the following expressions

( )
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n

2
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where

= number of measures required

R2  = determination or precision of the procedure

r    = repeatability coefficient

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The repeatability (r) and determination coefficients (R2)
for grain yield were estimated by the mean of four harvests,
based on the methods of variance analysis, where the effect
of the environment was removed from the error (method 1)
and of the principal components obtained by the matrix of
correlations (method 2) and of covariances (method 3) (Table 1).
The three applied methods lead to different estimates of the
repeatability coefficient. They characterize the importance
of a definition of the most appropriate method of calculating
the referred estimates in function of the species and studied
trait, in order to obtain more precise intervals. Within these,
the probability to find the real value of the parameter in
question is greater, since each of the various analysis methods
available considers particularities related to the manifestation
of the different phenomena.

Table 1. Coefficients of repeatability (r) and determination (R2) and estimates of the number of measures (n
0
) required to obtain

different R2  by the three estimation methods

r R2 Number of measures (n
0
)1 for R2  of:

70 75 80 85 90 95

1. ANOVA under removal of the 0.32 65.32 4.95 6.37 8.49 12.04 19.12 40.37

environmental effect from the error (5) 1 (7) (9) (13) (20)  (41)

2. Principal components obtained 0.43 75.42 3.04 3.91 4.17 7.38 11.73 24.73

from the correlation matrix (4) (4) (8) (5) (12) (25)

3. Principal components obtained 0.52 81.59 2.10 2.70 3.60 5.11 8.12 17.15

from the covariance matrix (9) (6) (4) (3) (3) (18)

1 Values in brackets represent the approximated number of harvests required to obtain different R2 values

Estimation methods
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The lowest r value (0.32) was attained by the variance

analysis method (method 1). The highest value (0.52) was

reached by the method of the principal components obtained

by the matrix of covariances (method 3).

The estimation methods by means of the technique of

the principal components - methods 2 and 3 - took,

respectively, the matrixes of correlations and of covariances

estimated for each measure pair into consideration. They are

therefore esteemed to be the most suitable for the study of

the traits with cyclic performance (Abeywardena 1972). This

fact indicates that for species like coffee, with a biennial

yield cycle, the mentioned methodologies can estimate the

repeatability coefficient more competently. In such species,

high yields in a given year are frequently followed by lower

ones in the subsequent year. This effect is variable in form

and intensity among the evaluated genotypes. For the study

of repeatability, yields should therefore be considered pairwise

(year of high and year of low yield).

The greatest values observed for the estimates of the
repeatability coefficient through the methods of the principal
components indicate expressive performance differences in
the studied genotypes with respect to the biennial nature of
the trait in question. According to Cruz and Regazzi (1994),
the method of the variance analysis may not eliminate this
additional component of the experimental error and thus result
in an underestimated repeatability estimate. Similarly,
Cornacchia et al. (1995) verified this fact when they estimated
the repeatability of the trait wood volume in two pine species.
However, Dias and Kageyama (1998) studied the repeatability
of several traits in cacao and stated that there are no noticeable
differences between the variance analysis and the principal
components method, a fact which, according to the authors,
indicates a great regularity in the expression of these traits in
that species.

Despite the relatively low magnitude of the r values,
the precision in predicting the real value of individuals,
estimated by the determination coefficient (R2), varies from
65.30 to 81.58%. This is the reliability attained when four
harvests are taken into consideration to predict the
performance of different genotypes of the species under focus.

When the number of measures is established, it is of
fundamental importance that the time required and the
invested costs be considered to attain a determined level of
reliability. Figure 1 shows that when the number of harvests
is increased from 4 to 6, the obtained precision rises to values
between 73.84 and 86.92%, depending on the applied method.
From the sixth harvest on, however, this increase becomes
inexpressive and its use unnecessary.

In the simulation of the number of necessary harvests

(n0) to obtain the different determination coefficients, it is

observed that an increased n did not expressively increase

the precision of the real value prediction (Table 1). A

meaningful increase in the number of harvests would be

necessary to obtain a relative small increase in precision.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The differences in the estimates of the repeatability

coefficient obtained through the applied methods indicate

the adequacy of use of the various methods available. These

are able to obtain a more precise interval, within which the

probability to find the real value for this parameter is greater.

2. The highest values for estimates of the repeatability

coefficient obtained by the methods of the principal

components,  display expressive differences in the

performance of the different genotypes regarding the biennial

effect of the studied trait.

3. As a biennial trait, the principal component method is

the most appropriate for the analysis of the repeatability of

the trait grain yield in robusta coffee.

4. Four successive harvests are sufficient for the selection

of robusta coffee genotypes in relation to grain yield, with an

accuracy of over 80% in the prediction of the real genotype

values.

The increment obtained for the genotype selection precision

when using more than four harvests is of low magnitude and

becomes insignificant from the sixth harvest on.

Figure 1. Estimates of the determination coefficient (R2) in
function of the number of harvests, obtained by different
repeatability estimation methods
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Repetibilidade e número de colheitas necessárias à seleção
em café robusta

RESUMO - Este trabalho objetivou estimar o coeficiente de repetibilidade da produção de grãos em Coffea canephora, por
três métodos, visando quantificar a precisão das medidas, predizer o valor real do indivíduo com base em n avaliações e
determinar o número de medidas fenotípicas que devem ser tomadas em cada indivíduo para que se obtenha o nível de
precisão adequado na discriminação eficiente de genótipos. Os coeficientes de repetibilidade e de determinação foram
estimados com base em quatro colheitas de 80 genótipos. As maiores estimativas do coeficiente de repetibilidade foram
obtidas pelo método dos componentes principais obtidos da matriz de covariâncias, que considera a correlação entre cada
par de medições. A precisão na predição do valor real dos indivíduos variou de 65,32 a 81,59%, e tornou- se praticamente
inalterada a partir da sexta colheita.

Palavras-chave: Coffea canephora, repetibilidade, melhoramento genético, café robusta.
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